COFFEE

WITH

TruCentive

Remote-Work
Engagement Tactics
that Deliver!

Thank you for joining today!
We will start today’s coffee at 9:33

Before we get started…
• We respect your time – 30 minutes or less...
• Educational – Marketing, sales, research, and HR outcomes

Coffee is on us!

• Current – trends and techniques to transform the way we connect
• Ques ons are welcome
• The presentation PDF and recording of this presentation will be sent early next week
• Your Coffee Card will come with your copy of the presentation
Please feel free to suggest future Coffee topics
Marketing@TruCentive.com
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Engagement
The remote-work reality
Organizational Drivers of Engagement
Engagement Statistics
Knowing your Audience
Engagement tactics across the organization
Key insights into what is working
Real-world examples
The impact of randomization
Immediacy

Tactic

Insight

Example

Employee Engagement
What it is, and is not
CULTURE

• An emotional commitment to work and the workplace.
• Care about their contribution, their peers, and the company.

EXPERIENCE

• Get a sense of fulfillment from their job.
• Focus on personal and company growth.
• A paycheck must be equitable, but not the primary driver.

ENGAGEMENT

• Employee engagement is not employee happiness.
• Employee engagement is not employee satisfaction.
• Employee engagement is an outcome of: Employee experience + company culture.

Employee Engagement Statistics
COVID has changed employee perspective

• Only 33% of employees are engaged in their jobs in the US - Gallup
• Disengaged employees cost companies up to $550 billion a year. -HR Dive
• 54% of Generation Z workers, 41% of the entire global are considering resignation. –Microsoft
• Highly engaged teams show 21% greater profitability. -Gallup
• Organizations spend over $50 billion a year on recognition programs – Gallup
• Mostly focused on tenure AND only 42% of employees know their organization has a program

• 16% of the Gen Z workforce is struggling engagement - Microsoft Work Trend Index: 2021

Remote-Work Reality
Remote-work benefits
Better work life balance

Lower cost per employee

Employee well-being

Talent competitiveness
Increased productivity

• However, building that “emotional commitment” is harder in a remote-work
environment.
• Engagement trends change in the blink of an eye.
• What is working fine today might not be applicable tomorrow.
• Managing engagement is not a one size fits all model
• Each generation in the workforce has different, engagement motivators, and recognition desires.

Organizational Drivers of Engagement
The top 6 drivers of engagement – Quantum Workplace

1. The leaders of their organization are committed to making it a great place to work.
2. Trust in the leaders of the organization to set the right course.
3. Belief that the organization will be successful in the future.
4. Understanding of how I fit into the organization's future plans.
5. The leaders of the organization value people as their most
important resource.
6. The organization makes investments to make employees more successful.

Know your Audience — Generation Z
Generation Z: Born 1997-2012

• Feedback: Near-continuous feedback.
• Raised in a world of instantaneous likes and comments.

• Generally new in the workforce.
• Often have high financial expectations yet struggling the most.
• On average they will earn about 23% less than they expect to earn right out of college.

• Values individual expression and avoids labels.
• Rewards: Practical that drive progress towards social causes and support for their
health and financial wellbeing.
• Recognition: Share with everyone.

Know your Audience — Generation X / Millennials
Millennials: Born 1981-1996

• Feedback: Frequent feedback
• As a result of continuous updates from peers via social media.
• Desire for autonomy and independence
• Work-life balance

• Rewards: Experiences, tickets or travel, or gear that enables experiences
• Generation X spends more time outdoors & spend more on equipment – than the average consumer

• Recognition: Prefer to be recognized in private, or in the company of a small group.

Know your Audience — Baby Boomers
Baby Boomers: Born 1946-1964

Feedback: Infrequent but meaningful.
• Most traditional of all the groups.
• Most financially stable group.
Rewards: Fine dining, luxuries, new hobbies, health and wellness
related perks to help them feel continually supported.
Recognition: Prefer to be recognized in private, but with symbols of recognition.

Random Events
Avoid the Mundane - Engineer the Unexpected

• We need moments to let go and allow something larger than ourselves to give us a break.
• Themes resonate – Pick a day, an event, or for no reason spur engagement
• Out of the ordinary says more:
• Send dinner to the family of team that’s working late
• Have a virtual movie night or watch a game together
• Host a virtual cocktail party

• Make the ordinary random

“If life were predictable it would cease
to be life, and be without flavor.”
Eleanor Roosevelt

• All hands meetings
• Deliver the recipients choice of: Doordash, Grub hub, or Uber Eats card the morning of the meeting
• Deliver a coffee card for regular 1:1 meetings

Random Events
Surprise and Delight

• Spirits Company wanted say
thank you
• Decided International Coffee
Day was a great opportunity
• Surprise $20 Coffee recipient choice
“We can find delight
and surprise in the
most mundane
circumstances and the
most generic of spaces”

— Elaina Marie

Random Events
Surprise and Delight

• TruCentive CEO wanted to say thanks by
giving remote employees a surprise
$100 Amazon card to add a little something
to their home office.
• From taming cable clutter to brightening
desks in the winter months, discussion pre
and post purchase drives communication
and engagement.

Mental Health in the Workplace
Mental Health is currently one of the most widely addressed themes

• Value mental health and well-being as core assets of your
organization.
• Mental health causes a loss of 70 million working days.

• Encourage employees to manage their mental health to de-stress,
relax, and rejuvenate.
• Exercise & healthy lifestyle lower feelings of depression, anxiety, and isolation.
• Re-energized employees are more likely to beat pandemic fatigue.

World Mental Health Day – October 10
Encourage employees to manage their mental health

• “The lines between home and work have blurred so much that
many are struggling to see the line at all.” - Dan Healey, head of HR at SAP
• The risk of depression is 71% higher than before COVID-19 - American Health Policy Institute
• Surprise and delight your team with a Mental health brake
• Encourage them to pursue their passions and refill their cup
• Hobbies, sports, massage, theater night, enjoy a good meal

• It doesn’t take a lot to let your team know your thinking of their health

Immediacy
An Incentive Delayed is an Incentive Denied?

• Immediate rewards strengthen the association with the activity.
• People are more likely to feel that the task is rewarding in and of itself.

• Anticipation of rapid feedback improves performance.
1.

Increases the positive experience, with important outcomes for
motivation and persistence.

2.

The timing of a reward may matter more for intrinsic motivation
than the actual size of the reward.

3.

Smaller more frequent bonuses throughout the year may
motivate employees more than a larger end-of-the year bonus

Feedback
How are we doing?

Feedback
Feedback is key to experimenting your way to success

• Adding secondary calls to action post-incentive
• Buttons with links
• Auto email for non-anonymous

• Ideal time given the recipient has claimed their
reward or incentive
• Feedback can be anonymous via online forms
• Google, Survey tools, Form Tools

• Program feedback
• Add additional incentive to provide feedback

Broadcast Recognition
Spreading the word in a remote-work environment can be a challenge

• Recognition is a powerful tool to inspire teams.
• Don’t let good work go unnoticed or unappreciated by those associated.

• Internal recognition.
• Regular team meetings.
• Broadcast Email or use Slack / Teams channels.
• Only target the associated groups.

• External Recognition.
• Share on LinkedIn and other social media where appropriate.

• Don’t forget your audience – Not everyone appreciates recognition.

Fun Dates
Celebrate upcoming national days or create your own

• Oct 1

International Coffee Day

• Oct 4

Taco Day

• Oct 10

Mental Health Day

• Oct 27

American Beer Day

• Nov 12

Happy Hour Day

• Nov 13

World Kindness Day

• Nov 17

Take A Hike Day

Team Meetings
Lunch on us!

• A Cisco department head was having difficulty
getting team members to regularly scheduled
“voluntary” meeting where they recognized
accomplishments.
• They moved the meeting to lunch and added
lunch delivery options.
• Attendance is now consistently 97%

Create Fun Awards
Recognize in a fun way

Customer Kudos
Customer Whisperer
Expert Accuracy
Fire Fighter Award
High Five Award
Safety Star Award
Spotlight Award
Standing Ovation
Superbly Safe
Client Comforter

They Did What? Wow.
Ace of Initiative
Calmer of Storms
Capital Achievement
Chief Happiness
Director
Consider it Done Award
Cruising and Crushing it
Customer Hero Award
Customer Kudos

Achievements
Chip “tape-out”

• Award for each member of a 200 engineer
team that developed a single chip with
over 30bn transistors.
• The company also regularly sent food delivery
gift cards to team members working late.
• Family members also received periodic cards
as a thank you for their commitment to the
company

Achievements
Shipping Goals

• Manufacturer of precision cables for the
networking industry exceeded their quarterly
shipping goal.
• Everyone on the production line, in quality
control, and in shipping received a thank you.
• Since this award, several others have been given
to other production groups in the company
creating a friendly competition.

